FINDING A
GREAT ADVISOR

One of the greatest supports that a GSA can have is an engaged
faculty advisor. They are a fierce ally for the group, and can
serve as an adult voice backing up the work of the GSA. Here are
some ways that advisors can be amazing allies for the GSA:

- Offer encouragement as the GSA gets started
- Provide a safe meeting space in their classroom
- Help answer questions around creating a solid mission statement
for the group
- Promote the work of the GSA to other educators and
administrators in the building
- Using inclusive language in their classroom everyday
- Speak up when they hear slurs or other ant-LGBTQ comments
(both with students AND adults)
- Connect with Iowa Safe Schools to stay up to date on resources
and supports for GSA groups

Sometimes the GSA will have an advisor who was great as the
group was starting up, but as the group grows and missions
change they are no longer the best fit. It can be intimidating to
have a conversation with an adult about the changing needs of a
GSA. Here are some tips for evaluating the partnership you have
with your advisor:
- Is the club student-run, or has the advisor taken charge? If the
advisor is running most of the meetings, your GSA is no longer
covered under the Equal Access Act. Have a conversation with
your advisor, and let them know that you appreciate the help
they provide in meetings. Explain that in order for the GSA to be
protected under the Equal Access Act, students need to run
meetings and decide on subject matter.
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- Set clear expectations of students and advisors. Find out how the
advisor envisions interacting with the group, and how you as a
student would like them to participate. Creating expectations and
boundaries helps define the role of your advisor.
- Is the advisor attending the GSA meetings? Life can be really
busy for educators, and other commitments can sometimes draw
advisors away from attending meetings. If you and other members
are noticing that your faculty advisor is too busy to attend
meetings, or has stopped showing up, ask to sit down and talk
with them. Explain that it is important that they advisor is at
meetings, so they can remain active and up to date on what the
GSA needs to be supported. Offer to find another faculty advisor
to help take some of the schedule conflict off their shoulders.

Questions about this resource?
www.IowaSafeSchools.org
or email: GSAs@iowasafeschools.org

